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Hello All!,
Winter has arrived here in Minnesota and makes staying
in the shop whether that's mine our Jerry Shiroo's an
attractive endeavor. For the Zenith 701 group, the ELT
and ELT antenna was fitted and installed, com radio and
antenna fitted and installed with work continuing on the
wiring, cowling, and windshield. We are optimistic that
paint will go on the fuselage at the end of March.

Coming up in March, EAA Oshkosh award winning master
craftsman Dan Helsper will do a presentation on carving
propellers. Dan is currently carving a one piece 4 blade
propeller.

At home I've been working on the RV6A testing all the
wiring and components to ensure everything is functional
before I rivet the forward skin and install the forward
windscreen. Fuel level, servos, CHT's, EGT, fuel
pressure, oil pressure, strobes, nav lights, com,
transponder, intercom, and knob panel are all
functional. Tom Youngdahl helped me rivet the steps on
both sides and a doubler for the com radio antenna on the
belly. I'll be done in the spring. Year to be determined.

Chapter 25 Meeting
Join the Chapter 25 Meeting via Zoom
https://rahr.zoom.us/j/92611539933?pwd=QU4wblpmY2V
Md296SWNTbXdaM0pNUT09

Last month we had a presentation by Richard
Graham. Richard's presentation was on his two tours of
duty in Vietnam flying the F4C in two different
roles. Fighter bomber and wild weasel. This month
Richard will present on flying the SR-71
Blackbird. Richard was the Wing Commander for the 9th
reconnaissance wing and had the opportunity to fly other
aircraft such as the U2 and has written several books on
the SR-71. Meeting invite is below.

Meeting ID: 926 1153 9933
Passcode: 653597
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Young Eagles Update

Trivia ?

by Kris Olson

by John Schmidt
We are not planning a Young Eagles event for
February.

Q: in 2012 in Guanzhou Baiyun (China) international

IMC Club Update

airport, a male passenger, upon arriving at the airport for a
flight to Kenya, was told he had to pay additional baggage
fees because his luggage was overweight. What creative
solution did the passenger come up with to avoid the extra
baggage charges?

Meetings are on the second Wednesday of each
month; our next meeting is scheduled for March 10th
if you are interested contact Terry Carmine for more
information at tlcarmine@gmail.com.

A: The passenger (name unknown) proceeded, on the
spot, to take out 60 shirts and 9 pair of jeans, put them on,
and, resembling the Michelin man, waddle toward the
gate. Security stopped him and did a full-body search,
which produced nothing more than thumb drives and
electrical chargers from his many pockets. He was not
allowed to board while wearing the excessive garb.

Annual Banquet
The annual banquet will be Sunday October 3,
2021. Save the date so we can all catch up.

2021 CHAPTER 25 SCHOLARSHIP FUND DRIVE
The time of year for EAA Chapter 25 to start it’s annual
Scholarship Fund Drive for 2021 will begin next month.
We as a chapter cosponsor four scholarships to two
different Universities. Our chapter name is in the title of
each named scholarship. These are for students who are
working on a degree in aviation and are pursuing their
dream to work in aviation. The schools we have been
working with are the University of North Dakota in Grand
Forks and the Minnesota State University, Mankato. There
are two UND scholarships we cosponsor and share half of
the cost. The first one is for $1,000.00 and the second one
for $3,000.00. The Minnesota State University also has
two scholarships which we cosponsor. The first
scholarship is for $1,500.00 of which we share the
responsibly. The second one is $1,500.00 and we are
sharing half of the responsibility of this scholarship. The
total obligation for the chapter this year is $3,750.00. This

is the same as last year. The normal request each year is
for a $50.00 donation to the scholarship fund. Earlier we
have started a bundle donation which some of you have
signed up for. That bundle included your chapter dues,
scholarship donation and a future hanger fund donation.
To those who bundled, I say thank you for choosing that.
You may still add to the scholarship fund next month with
an additional donation. For those who wanted to donate
separately and not bundle, please be aware next month
our scholarship fund drive begins. There will be a mailing
in March requesting a donation and/or a form in March
newsletter. You my use either source to print/send your
donation with to me. Please take the time to read it and
give $50.00 or what you can. As always you can donate
$100.00 or more. We have had several who joined the
century group ($100.00 plus) each year with their
donation. Be safe and stay healthy. By Jim Fischer
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Hangar Update
I want to thank all our members for stepping up and answering the call to help fund a new hangar. I’ll get back to those that
did in a minute.
Kim Johnson, our membership coordinator, has done a heck of a job receiving all the dues/donation envelopes. He’s keeping
track of who paid what and that’s no easy task. After making deposits each week, he forwards the information to Mike, Jim
and myself and most importantly to our treasurers Richard Hedeen and Gordon Duke. Richard and Gordon then need to
figure out; via a spreadsheet they created, where to put dues, scholarship and hangar donation dollars, so they end up in the
correct account. An example is, what percentage of a $120 donation gets you your $25 dues payment? Well, it’s something
like 20.834% Then they do the same for scholarships, etc.…
Let me get back to our members. Over one hundred of you have paid your dues and or made a hangar donation, as of
January 15th. I anticipated a lot of our members making the $10 a month donation, but to my surprise most of you just wrote
your check for $120. To you folks I say “thank you.” We’ve also had, at last count, 6 members become Lifetime members by
donating $1000. That is truly unbelievable, something I hadn’t anticipated. To you, I give a “big thank you.” I also want to
thank those who continue to be dues paying members only, but are unable to make a hangar donation at this time. The board
and I have no problem with that. Everyone’s situation is different and we are just glad you continue to belong to Chapter 25
and support us as we continue on our new hangar journey.
The hangar committee is puzzled by the slow response for construction bids on a new hangar. The companies keep saying
they are close, but offer plenty of excuses. They blame it on Covid or the rising price of wood or steel. But rest assured, the
committee will do our due diligence and make the best decision for our chapter.
We have two unsolicited offers on our old hangar and both are for more than 109k. We wont sell the hangar or give up
access to it, until we have our new hangar ready.
To those who have procrastinated and not responded to our dues/donation letter, please do so ASAP. I’ve asked you before
to make a decision, so this campaign does not drag on into the New Year. I don’t want to have to call out the Irish Mafia.
Respectfully,
Patrick Halligan
P.S. I want to thank one more person, Sean Hageman, our newsletter editor. He is keeping our newsletter going in a most
difficult time. He needs articles, so please send him a picture or two and a short article on your building progress or a flight
you have taken, recently. Help him out and make his job easier.

A Little Cross-Country Time Logged
Last spring, in February or March, 2020, the phone rang.
On the other end was an aviation acquaintance. He has
more money and aviation experience than I do, and talked
about his latest aircraft purchase; he had bought an
airplane, sight unseen. He had heard that I had some
experience ferrying small airplanes (I flew a Cub from D.C.
to Dallas, and a Cub from White; Bear to Cincinnati
already). Would I be interested in flying an airplane he just
bought, back to Minnesota?

"An Aeronca Defender. 65 hp, hand-propped, tandem
seating, from WWII, no radio. You're a tailwheel guy, it'll
be no problem. I'll pay the expenses; hotels, gas, food."
(He'll pay the expenses? Free flying? Adventure? It didn't
take long to make up my mind.) "Okay, if I can work it
around my school schedule" I stated, without asking the
important question.
( Important question; where is the airplane? )

"What kind of airplane?" ( I had visions of a Rockwell
Commander 112, or, finally, a Piper Commanche).

After agreeing, I found out that a) the plane is in central
Florida, necessitating an airline flight down and a few days
of flying it back, and b) my school district was thinking of
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shutting down, and no one knew what was going to
happen.

Foreflight, paper charts, a roll of duct tape, and little else. I
had cash, checkbook, credit cards, sunglasses, hat,
Ziplock bags for receipts, and phone charger, and that's
about it; it all fit in a small bag, which I had planned to
mount on the front seat (one solos the Defender from the
back seat, much like a Cub).

I had thoughts of trying to get this done over spring break,
in late March, but that got blown out of the water when the
governor shut down schools state-wide, and we teachers
spent spring break trying to figure out how to teach long
division through a computer screen.

After getting a rental car upon landing in Tampa at 4pm, I
realized that the Inverness selling FBO was going to be
closed by the time I got there (I called days ahead, and
they wouldn't stay open for me one minute past 4; the gal
on the other end of the phone wasn't grouchy, but was
stern/adamant). I spent the first overnight at the Florida
airpark residence of my friend, William Wynne, of
FlyCorvair.com and FlyCorvair.net fame, a brilliant man,
about my age, whom I respect a great deal, and have
known since we met at Frasca's private airport at Urbana
in 1999. I finally had the chance to see him outside the
bounds of Brodhead and Oshkosh, where the frenzy and
his professional interests often interfere with a decent
length conversation.

After a number of phone calls, the decision was made to
attempt the trip in June, after the school year was over.
The purchaser called the seller in Florida (Inverness, just
north of Tampa), who was grouchy about being asked to
hangar the plane for free for a few months (the owners are
a local FBO, and some FBOs are, as you might know,
notorious about nickel-and-dime-ing costs (sometimes out
of survivalist necessity; FBOs aren't always the most
profitable businesses)).
Meanwhile, I had time to flight- and trip-plan.
I ran a few scenarios through Skyvector and Foreflight,
featuring typical Cub-like (with a wing tank) legs of 160
miles, when I realized that I didn't know the range of the
Aeronca. Called the buyer to find that it only had 10
gallons useful, 12 gallons total; apparently, for it's mission
in WWII (patrolling for subs a few miles over the ocean off
the US coast), it didn't need a lot of range. Those 12
gallons are stored in a single tank directly over the pilot's
head, giving him something on which to focus his thoughts
in the event of a nose-over accident.

The next day, after having slept on his couch,
Wednesday, June 10, I returned the rental car and met up
at the Inverness Florida FBO, and learned that the line
boy (age: 20) had taken most of his primary instruction in
the very Defender in which I was about to alight. He gave
me a few tips ('the window can pop open in flight, unless
you latch it this way...." "the compass is worthless" "this
airplane lands like a dream" "It cruises at 68 mph
indicated for best fuel economy" "the trim handle wiggles a
little bit" "watch the throttle and your rpms - it'll slide down
if you don't keep a hand on it" "it eats about a quart of oil
every 5 flight hours; here's 3 quarts to take along"),

160-mile legs were re-calculated down to 90-115 mile
legs. I wanted to land at airports that had fuel ('tangs' on
the circles on the sectional map). I made a few phone
calls to airports to confirm fuel availability, and to ask
about courtesy car, overnight accommodations, local EAA
chapters (in case I need friends in a hurry), and other
items on a little list I created. I typed up this information on
a few printed sheets, and had it as a draft in my email, in
case I wanted to access it on the web, or on my phone.
On two phone calls, I had to ask the person speaking to
repeat themselves, to understand through a think
Southern accent.

In addition to the quarts of oil, the Minnesota purchaser
had also insisted that the FBO give me 2 quarts of Marvel
Mystery Oil to add, a few ounces at a time, to the fuel; I
began to think about the reliability of an engine that
needed both MMO in the fuel and quarts of oil added in
the crankcase along the way.
I checked the weather, strapped my bag in the front seat
(I'm paranoid about securing stuff in the cockpit), swung
the prop to start the airplane with the lineboy's help, did a
mag check, and took off.

June finally came, and I found myself on a very-minimal
passenger-load Delta flight to Tampa (forget the middle
seat being unoccupied; there were entire rows, including
mine, that had one or zero passengers. Everyone wore
masks).

It was 90 degrees F on takeoff, but the little 65 Continental
pulled my overweight round fanny off the ground, no
problem. It sounded like it had a valve that didn't want to
cooperate, but it flew (and it is extraordinarily difficult to do
valve work or adjustments in-flight). The controls felt good,
I turned the plane in a generally-north direction, flipped on
the IPad/ Foreflight, and broke out the first chart.

When planning packing for any trip, my dad often stated
that one should put all the stuff you're going to take in one
pile on the floor of your living room, put all the money
you're going to take in another pile, take half the stuff, and
twice the money, and you'll come out about right.
Following that philosophy, I took 4 sets of clothes, shaving
kit, rope for tying the tail down on hand-props, tie-downs
for overnights without a hangar, spiral notebook, IPad for

Foreflight might be the best thing going, but I still wanted
sectional charts along, and wanted to use them; skills
rusted are skills wasted, and I'm an old-school, fuddyduddy guy. Also, technology can fail, but a paper chart in
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my hand won't run out of battery. If the compass won't
work, I've got to be able to find a place to go, or, at worst,
a place to land. Between that, Foreflight on the IPad,
Foreflight on my phone, and a compass on my phone, I
felt reasonably comfortable with nav; the sound of the
running engine with a suspect valve was my point of
focus.

The following night, after a half-decent day of flying, I
overnighted at 5M0, Hartselle, Alabama (northern part of
the state, just SW of Huntsville). The N/S strip is nestled in
acres of trees, and there wasn't a soul there at 7pm, when
I landed. Shadows long, no courtesy car, locked gate,
locked buildings without any code or way to get in.
I called the cops. Sure enough, for the first time in my life,
I got to ride on the plastic bench seat, locked in the back
of a police car; they were nice enough to take me to the
Red Roof Inn in town, AND gave me a business card, for
me to call them and get a ride back to the airport the next
morning. As we were riding along, I wondered how many
people had thrown up on that plastic bench seat over the
years.

We in the Midwest do not appreciate how many
emergency landing spots we have, due to simple local
topography. Chugging along at 68 mph over the western
coast of Florida, or over the foothills of the Appalachians
in Georgia and Alabama, there's lots of spots in which I'd
really rather not put down an airplane. Jungles of trees,
swamp, etc. were broken only by the occasional road. I
don't think I saw many patches of open field larger than
half a football field. Survivable, but certainly not optimal.

The next day, it was so windy, and the wind was coming
out of the north, that I chose not to fly; 68 mph indicated,
into a 20+ mph wind, does not make sense to me. I hung
around the airport, and met local pilot Rusty Phillips. He's
building a 6-cyl 540 Lycoming-powered RV 8 (NOT a fullblown Harmon Rocket), on the gear, wings attached,
slider canopy done. For his work car, he installed his own
Cummins 4BT diesel in his Jeep. He's a retired 20-year
Marine F-18 veteran pilot, he's retired from flying boxes for
Fed Ex, and now, at age 68, he's getting his kicks out of
cropdusting in a turbine Thrush.

Chapter 25 member and airline driver Chris Bobka, whom
I respect a lot, was aware of my planned flight, and,
unbeknownst to me, was following the weather in that
area of the country. Sure enough, the weather he and I
were watching on Foreflight necessitated a stop, and I had
to put down, after a few gas stops, for the overnight in
Cairo, Georgia (70J), shutting down by 6pm. The
Inverness lineboy that I left a few hours ago was right; this
airplane lands SO NICELY, better than any other tailwheel
airplane I've flown. I pushed the Aeronca in an empty
hangar stall with no door, and tied it down to the dirt floor.
No courtesy car in Cairo, but after a phone call, I managed
to get a ride into the Best Western from the husband of
the desk clerk.

In other words, just another typical GA pilot.
We hung out for a while, him plugging away in the hangar
and me watching him work. At 4pm, he gave me a lift back
for my second night at the Red Roof, after I called weather
and found that the wind was probably not going to die
down later in the day, and he picked me up the next
morning for a ride to the airport, where he saw me take off
in much calmer air than yesterday.

People couldn't have been more friendly along the way,
this day, and every day of the trip. I often got courtesy
cars, tips for local eateries, directions to a hotel. The
economy in early June was on its knees, and business
owners were only too eager to earn a dollar. In some
ways, it was sad. I like courtesy, but I don't like
kowtowing.

That day, thanks to an early start and not having to fight
the wind, I logged quite a bit of flight time, flying over 360
nm, never more than 1000 ft AGL, landing in southern
Illinois for the night, at Jacksonville, Illinois. Multiple
runways, courtesy car, nice people, decent pilot's lounge,
lineboy working until 9pm (on a weeknight!). Discovered
that Jacksonville is the home of MacMurray College,
which recently closed for good in late May.

I really wanted to stop at one airport in particular, Moton
Field in Tuskegee, Alabama, home of the famed
Tuskegee Airmen. I knew Minnesota's own Ken Wofford,
who always spoke at my summer "Intro to Aviation"
classes; I tried to teach those kids ahead of his visits
about the Tuskegee Airmen, so they could appreciate the
privilege and history they were going to experience by
having a real Tuskegee Airman speak to them. Ken is
gone now, he rests at Ft. Snelling Cemetery. I wanted to
see where he worked, learned, lived, served. I spent about
an hour walking around the field (now a national park, it
was closed due to COVID; I'm going to get back there and
see it when things are more normal). You can feel history
in the brick hangars there, and read the outdoor displays
(one of which had an Aeronca Defender in it!). I've got that
landing, and that airport, in my logbook.

The flying that day, with multiple fuel stops, was some of
the best fun I had during the trip. In Kentucky, a local
couple helped me purchase gas with their credit card
when the machine wouldn't, for some reason, take my
card (I paid them in cash), and THEN they went and
bought me a hamburger and fries for lunch, bringing it
back to the airport from the local Sonic. At another airport,
I fueled up with the help of the only other person on the
field, a guy who had been a King Air driver for a living, and
was now, in semi-retirement, instructing in a 172 and just
hanging out at the airport. In one airport, the wind favored
the paved runway, but I decided to opt for the
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perpendicular grass, just because I was in a Defender.
The landing was SO nice, and SUCH fun, that I actually
giggled out loud in the cockpit as the wheels touched
down on the grass. That Florida lineboy wasn't kidding this is the nicest-landing tailwheel I've ever flown.

called every night with a flight plan, a list of airports I was
going to visit, etc... . I also texted them upon landing at the
next fuel stop airport with the airport identifier, so they
knew about where i was, knew where I was planning on
going, and could narrow down the search, if ..... something
happened.

I spent the day listening to that noisy valve tinging away,
wondering when it was going to get swallowed and I'd
have to make a forced landing on a road or a field; I was
constantly scanning the ground for the next decent spot to
put down, if the engine quit. Sure hope that Marvel
Mystery Oil in the fuel does its mystery thing, and that
engine keeps on tinging all the way to KFBL.

Taking off from Jacksonville, Ill., I had planned on being in
my destination, Faribault, MN that night; I had flown over
360 nm the previous day, and it was only 309 nm to
Faribault and home; another full day of flying, and a beer
would be in my hand, on the ground, before 10pm. No
problem.

I had no radio, and I didn't miss it. I did wear headsets and
earplugs, just to lessen the noise; those of us who are
'senior pilots' have to preserve the old eardrums.

'Twas not to be.
I made it to Monticello, Iowa, and it was WINDY.
Fortunately, the wind was only 20-30 degrees off of
runway heading on landing at Monticello, but it was gusty,
and that's still enough, in a tailwheel airplane, to make one
grateful to the aviation gods for not crunching up the
airplane, once everything came to a screeching halt. I
fueled up, the wings of the chocked airplane rocking in the
wind, decided to wait to closer to sunset to see if the
winds would die down; they didn't, and I tied down the
plane in the grass and hopped in the rusty Ford Explorer
courtesy SUV to find the local hotel and some take-out
broaster chicken from the local gas station.

As I was chugging along, past some airports, landing at
others, I had plenty of time to think, and admire the
scenery slowly rolling by. I wanted to feel the trip, live the
adventure, be in the moment, enjoy the experience. Now
the topography was markedly different from what I had
experienced down South; Midwest farms, barns,
north/south gravel roads, rectangular fields of corn and
hay (those East Coast roads and roads in the deep South
follow rivers and mountains/valleys, all with funny angles;
they are paved-over cowpaths, in all kinds of weird
directions). Midwest navigation was easier; I hardly had to
refer to the Foreflight at all. Finger on the map, heading is
easy to figure, relative to the N/S E/W roads, despite the
magnetic compass in the panel merrily spinning in
whatever direction it chose.

The following day, I sat around Monticello Iowa airport all
day long, waiting in vain for the wind to die down. It was a
tailwind, and I only had Decorah and Faribault to go, but
how many times have you seen someone get close to a
goal, only to blow it in the end? The worst thing I could do
was lose patience and wreck this airplane.

I thought about one my my aviation heroes, aerobatic pilot
Duane Cole. Some of you long-timers might remember
his -- always absolutely perfect -- aerobatic routine at
Oshkosh, years ago, in his famous red and white clippedwing Taylorcraft. The thing about him was: he did a lot of
the type of flying that I'm doing right now; VFR, crosscountry, in a non-electric airplane, with little in the way of
instruments (and there was no Foreflight back then,
either). He holds an unofficial world's record of landing in
the most airports - 1,500. I have his books, autographed
and dated in front of me by him at his booth at Oshkosh
one year. I told myself that, when I got back, I was going
to count how many different airports at which I've landed
(and see how many more I'd have to go to make 1,500).

At 630pm with the wind blowing, I decided to try it. The
runway at Decorah was, more or less, aligned with the
wind, and so was the runway at Faribault. I called the
Decorah airport manager, who agreed to meet me at the
airport for a quick fuel turn-around. I landed on the grass,
upwind and parallel to the Decorah runway, taxied up, got
fuel, and left toot-sweet; that airport manager deserves a
gift for his help.
The Aeronca cruises at 68mph indicated. Foreflight stated
that I was doing 104 mph groundspeed from Decorah to
Faribault, 1,000 feet AGL, with the tailwind.

I wrote down the time of every engine start up, time of
engine shut down, fuel amount purchased, fuel money
spent, and other notes, phone numbers, and info in the
spiral notebook, accessible from the bag tied to the front
seat. It's amazing how useful a 50-cent spiral notebook
can be. I filled pages with information; I don't commonly
take my logbook along with me on these long crosscountries, in case something happens to me, the postcrash/fire investigators can look at my surviving logbook
and figure out some information. I had two people whom I

I saw Faribault coming up, secured the cockpit of maps
and devices, and entered the downwind. And it was a
short-lived downwind. When I made the base turn, I was
facing south, but the wind had me headed toward South
Dakota. I had to add power to make it back to the runway,
and made one S-L-O-W touchdown, and a short one, at
that. The Wind was still working against me.
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Don't blow it now, on the taxiing. I saw that the new
owner's hangar was open, lights on and ready, all I had to
do was get there. Carefully.

26.9 hours logged cross country time, 21 fuel stops,
according to the spiral notebook. Flew 3.5 days spread
over 6 days (on 4 days of clothes; things were getting a bit
gamey), including the too-windy days. Had my beer at
11pm, and slept well that night.
Submitted by Jon Schmidt

Once there, I reached up to the mag switch and the
engine shut down one final time. The sun setting, we
pushed the airplane in the hangar. After a bit of chatting, I
gathered my stuff, and got a lift to my pickup truck.
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